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Abstract

Simultaneous machine translation (SiMT)
starts to output translation while reading the
source sentence and needs a precise policy to
decide when to output the generated translation.
Therefore, the policy determines the number
of source tokens read during the translation
of each target token. However, it is difficult
to learn a precise translation policy to achieve
good latency-quality trade-offs, because there
is no golden policy corresponding to parallel
sentences as explicit supervision. In this paper,
we present a new method for constructing the
optimal policy online via binary search. By
employing explicit supervision, our approach
enables the SiMT model to learn the optimal
policy, which can guide the model in complet-
ing the translation during inference. Experi-
ments on four translation tasks show that our
method can exceed strong baselines across all
latency scenarios1

1 Introduction

Simultaneous machine translation (SiMT) (Gu
et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019; Arivazhagan et al.,
2019; Ma et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020), which
outputs the generated translation before reading the
whole source sentence, is applicable to many real-
time scenarios, such as live broadcast and real-time
subtitles. To achieve the goal of high translation
quality and low latency (Zhang and Feng, 2022b),
the SiMT model relies on a policy that determines
the number of source tokens to read during the
translation of each target token.

The translation policy plays a pivotal role in de-
termining the performance of SiMT, as an impre-
cise policy can lead to degraded translation quality
or introduce unnecessary delays, resulting in poor
translation performance (Zhang and Feng, 2022c).

∗Corresponding author: Yang Feng.
1Code is available at https://github.com/ictnlp/

BS-SiMT

Therefore, it is crucial to establish an optimal pol-
icy that achieves good latency-quality trade-offs.
However, the absence of a golden policy between
the source and target makes it challenging for the
SiMT model to acquire the explicit supervision re-
quired for learning the optimal policy. According
to Zhang et al. (2020), the SiMT model will learn
better policy if it is trained with external supervi-
sion. Consequently, by constructing the optimal
policy between the source and target, we can train
the SiMT model, which will then generate transla-
tions based on the learned policy during inference.

However, the existing methods, including fixed
policy and adaptive policy, have limitations in learn-
ing the optimal policy due to the lack of appropriate
explicit supervision. For fixed policy (Dalvi et al.,
2018; Ma et al., 2019; Elbayad et al., 2020; Zhang
and Feng, 2021b), the model relies on heuristic
rules to generate translations. However, these rules
may not prompt the SiMT model to output the gen-
erated translation immediately, even when there is
sufficient source information to translate the cur-
rent target token. Consequently, the fixed policy
often cannot achieve good latency-quality trade-
offs because of its rigid rules. For adaptive policy
(Gu et al., 2017; Arivazhagan et al., 2019; Ma et al.,
2020; Zhang and Feng, 2022b), the model can dy-
namically determine its policy based on the transla-
tion status, leading to improved performance. Nev-
ertheless, precise policy learning without explicit
supervision remains challenging. Some methods
(Zhang et al., 2020; Alinejad et al., 2021) attempt
to construct learning labels for the policy offline
by introducing external information. But the con-
structed labels for policy learning cannot guarantee
that they are also optimal for the translation model.

Under these grounds, our goal is to search for an
optimal policy through self-learning during train-
ing, eliminating the need for external supervision.
Subsequently, this optimal policy can be employed
to guide policy decisions during inference. In
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SiMT, increasing the number of source tokens read
improves translation quality but also leads to higher
latency (Ma et al., 2019). However, as the length
of the read-in source sequence grows, the profit of
translation quality brought by reading more source
tokens will also hit bottlenecks (Zhang and Feng,
2021b). Therefore, the gain of reading one source
token can be evaluated with the ratio of the im-
provement in translation quality to the correspond-
ing increase in latency. The optimal policy will
make sure that every decision of reading or writ-
ing will get the greatest gain. In this way, after
translating the whole source sequence, the SiMT
can get the greatest gain, thereby achieving good
latency-quality trade-offs.

In this paper, we propose a SiMT method based
on binary search (BS-SiMT), which leverages bi-
nary search to construct the optimal translation
policy online and then performs policy learning
accordingly. Specifically, BS-SiMT model consists
of a translation model and an agent responsible for
policy decisions during inference. To construct the
optimal policy, the translation model treats poten-
tial source positions as search interval and selects
the next search interval by evaluating the concav-
ity in binary search. This selection process effec-
tively identifies the interval with the highest gain,
thus enabling the construction of an optimal pol-
icy that ensures good performance. Subsequently,
the constructed policy is used to train the agent,
which determines whether the current source in-
formation is sufficient to translate the target token
during inference. If the current source information
is deemed sufficient, the translation model outputs
the generated translation; otherwise, it waits for the
required source tokens. Experiments on De↔En
and En↔Vi translation tasks show that our method
can exceed strong baselines under all latency.

2 Background

For SiMT task, the model incrementally reads the
source sentence x = (x1, ..., xJ) with length J and
generates translation y = (y1, ..., yI) with length I
according to a policy. To define the policy, we in-
troduce the concept of the number of source tokens
read when translating target token yi, denoted as gi.
Then the translation policy can be formalized as
g = (g1, ..., gI). The probability of translating tar-
get token yi is pθ(yi|x≤gi ,y<i), where x≤gi is the
source tokens read in when translating yi, y<i is
the output target tokens and θ is model parameters.

Figure 1: The translating probability of ground-truth
when attending to different numbers of tokens. When
translating each target token, the model adopts the wait-
k policy for previous tokens.

Consequently, the SiMT model can be optimized
by minimizing the cross-entropy loss:

LCE = −
I∑

i=1

log pθ(y
⋆
i |x≤gi ,y<i), (1)

where y⋆i is the ground-truth target token. Because
our policy is based on wait-k policy (Ma et al.,
2019) and multi-path method (Elbayad et al., 2020),
we briefly introduce them.

Wait-k policy For wait-k policy (Ma et al., 2019),
which is the most widely used fixed policy, the
model initially reads k source tokens and subse-
quently outputs and reads one token alternately.
Therefore, gi is represented as:

gki = min{k + i− 1, I}, (2)

where I is the length of the source sentence.

Multi-path To avoid the recalculation of the en-
coder hidden states every time a source token is
read, multi-path (Elbayad et al., 2020) introduces a
unidirectional encoder to make each source token
only attend to preceding tokens. Furthermore, dur-
ing training, the model can be trained under various
by sampling latency k uniformly:

LECE = −
∑

k∼U(K)

I∑

i=1

log pθ(y
⋆
i |x≤gki

,y<i), (3)

where k is uniformly sampled form K = [1, ..., I].
Therefore, the model can generate translation under
all latency by only using a unified model.
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Figure 2: An example of finding the optimal policy through binary search. The light green area in the figure depicts
the search interval of each target token. The horizontal axis of the two function images denotes the number of source
tokens read in, and the vertical axis represents the probability of translating the ground-truth. Specifically, we focus
on the search for the suitable number of source tokens required to translate the target token "should."

3 Preliminary Analysis

In this section, we explore the influence of the num-
ber of read-in source tokens on translation quality.
We employ the multi-path translation model (El-
bayad et al., 2020) and select a bucket of samples
from the IWSLT14 De→En test set, consisting of
295 sentences with the same target length (Zhang
and Feng, 2022d). To analyze the variations, we
utilize the probability of translating the ground-
truth token as a measure of translation quality. For
each relative source position q, we compute the
probability pqi of translating the ground-truth y⋆i :

pqi = p(y⋆i |x≤⌈q∗J⌉,y<i), (4)

where J is the length of the source sentence, and
compute the average pqi across all samples. Since
the lengths of the source sentences vary across dif-
ferent samples, we utilize the relative position, i.e.,
the proportion of the source position to the end of
the sentence. The results in Figure 1 show that the
probability of translating target tokens increases
with the number of source tokens. Notably, the
necessary source tokens contribute the most to the
improvement in translation quality. This finding
suggests that translation quality often relies on the
model obtaining the necessary source information,
which is determined by the policy. This incremen-
tal nature observed here suggests that we can utilize
binary search to get the policy, providing an impor-
tant basis for our method.

4 The Proposed Method

Our BS-SiMT model contains two components:
the translation model and the agent. The transla-

tion model, which is fine-tuned from the multi-path
model, employs binary search to iteratively select
the next interval with the highest gain. This pro-
cess allows the model to search for the optimal
policy and subsequently train itself based on the
searched policy. Subsequently, we utilize the best-
performing translation model to construct the op-
timal policy, which serves as explicit supervision
for training the agent. During inference, the agent
guides the translation model to generate transla-
tions with good latency-quality trade-offs. The
details are introduced in the following sections.

4.1 Constructing Optimal Policy

The optimal policy ensures that the SiMT
model gets good latency-quality trade-offs (Iranzo-
Sánchez et al., 2021). The translation model plays a
key role in searching for the optimal policy by iden-
tifying the number of source tokens to be read, max-
imizing the gain for the current translation. How-
ever, considering all possible numbers of source
tokens for each target token would be computa-
tionally expensive and may not effectively balance
latency and translation quality (Zhang and Feng,
2023b). To address this issue, we employ binary
search to determine the ideal number of source to-
kens to be read for each target token by evaluating
the midpoint concavity of the interval.

To achieve this goal, we allocate the search inter-
val of the number of source tokens for each target
token. We denote the search interval for the target
token yi as [li, ri], where li and ri represent the
minimum and maximum number of source tokens
to be considered, respectively. Then we can get the
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Algorithm 1: Search for Optimal Policy
Input: Source sentence x, Target sentence

y, Translation model pθ()
Initialize li, ri
while li < ri do

calculate mi as Eq.(5)
calculate plii ,p

mi
i , prii as Eq.(6)

if Eq.(8) is satisfied then
ri ← mi //Left Range

else
li ← mi + 1 //Right Range

end
gi = li

median value mi of the interval [li, ri], which is
calculated as:

mi = ⌊
li + ri

2
⌋. (5)

Next, the probability plii of translating ground-truth
token y⋆i based on the previous li source tokens can
be calculated as follows:

plii = pθ(y
⋆
i |x≤li ,y<i). (6)

Similarly, pmi
i and prii can also be calculated as

Eq.(6). We then discuss the conditions for selecting
[li,mi] or [mi+1, ri] as the next search interval.
Obviously, the interval with a greater gain should
be selected each time. The gain of interval [li, mi]
should be defined as:

pmi
i − plii
mi − li

. (7)

Therefore, we select the interval with greater

gain by comparing p
mi
i −p

li
i

mi−li
and p

ri
i −p

mi
i

ri−mi
. Since

mi − li is equal to ri −mi, it is actually a compar-

ison between pmi
i and p

li
i +p

ri
i

2 . Hence, we select
the interval [li,mi] if the following condition is
satisfied:

pmi
i ≥

plii + prii
2

, (8)

otherwise we choose the interval [mi+1, ri]. The
intuition behind this decision is that if the function
composed of (li, p

li
i ), (mi, p

mi
i ), and (ri, p

ri
i ) ex-

hibits midpoint concavity, we select the interval
[li,mi]; otherwise, we choose [mi+1, ri]. When
the upper and lower boundaries of the search inter-
val are the same, the model has found an appropri-
ate policy. Figure 2 shows an example of finding

Source 
Embedding
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Embedding

Action
Embedding

Last Action

Linear Linear

LSTM

Linear & Softmax

Next Action

Figure 3: The architecture of the agent. The agent
decides the next action based on the embedding of the
last source and target token, as well as the last action.

the policy through binary search. We also provide
a formal definition of the binary search process in
Algorithm 1. Importantly, the search process for
all target tokens is performed in parallel.

The translation model undergoes iterative train-
ing to align with the searched policy, ensuring a
gradual convergence. The optimization process of
the translation model and the search for the optimal
policy are carried out in an alternating manner. As
a result, we construct the optimal translation pol-
icy g = (g1, ..., gI) based on the search outcomes
obtained from the best translation model. Besides,
by adjusting the search interval, we can obtain the
optimal translation policy under all latency.

4.2 Learning Optimal Policy
Once the optimal translation policy is obtained for
the corresponding parallel sentence, we can pro-
ceed to train the agent in order to learn this pol-
icy through explicit supervision. The agent will
determine the policy based on the translation sta-
tus during inference (Alinejad et al., 2021). To
facilitate this process, we introduce two actions:
READ and WRITE. The READ action corresponds
to reading the next source token, while the WRITE
action represents outputting the generated transla-
tion. Instead of using the sequence g = (g1, ..., gI)
to represent the translation policy, we transform
it into a sequence of READ and WRITE actions.
This transformation is motivated by the fact that it
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is easier to determine the next action compared to
predicting the number of source tokens required to
translate the next target token based solely on the
current translation status.

We denote the optimal action sequence as a =
(a1, ..., aT ), where T = I + J . Consequently, the
action to be taken at step t can be derived from the
optimal policy as follows:

at =

{
WRITE, if t = gi + i
READ, otherwise

. (9)

The obtained optimal action sequence serves as
the basis for training the agent to learn the optimal
policy within a supervised framework. At step t,
the agent receives the current translation status ot,
which includes the last source token xj , the last
generated token yi, and the last action at−1. Based
on this information, the agent determines the action
at. We train the agent, implemented as an RNN
architecture, to maximize the probability of the
current action at as follows:

max pθa(at|a<t,o<t), (10)

where θa is the parameters of the agent and a<t,
and o<t represent the sequence of actions and the
translation status before time step t, respectively.

The architecture of the agent is shown in Figure
3. At each step, the agent receives the embedding
of the last source and target token, along with the
last action. The embedding of the last source and
target token, generated by the translation model,
is concatenated and passed through a linear layer.
The last action is also processed through a sepa-
rate embedding and linear layer. Subsequently, the
outputs of the two linear layers will be fed into an
LSTM layer (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
to predict the next action. Furthermore, to mitigate
the mismatch between training and testing, we train
the agent using the embeddings of the generated
translation instead of relying on the ground-truth.

4.3 Inference
Up to now, we get the trained translation model
and agent. Our BS-SiMT model generates trans-
lations by leveraging the translation model, which
is guided by the agent for policy decisions. At
each step, the agent receives the translation status
from the translation model and determines the next
action. Then the translation model either outputs
translation or reads the next source token based on
the decision of the agent. The inference process is
formally expressed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: The Process of Inference
Input: Source sentence x, Translation

model pθ(), Agent pθa()
y0 ← ⟨bos⟩, a1 ← READ
i← 1, j ← 1, t← 2
while yi−1 ̸= ⟨eos⟩ do

decide at using translation status
if at = WRITE or xj = ⟨eos⟩ then

generate yi
i← i+ 1

else
read the next token
j ← j + 1

t← t+ 1
end

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets

We evaluate our BS-SiMT method mainly on
IWSLT152 English↔Vietnamese (En↔Vi) and
IWSLT143 German↔English (De↔En) tasks.

For En↔Vi task (Cettolo et al., 2016), our set-
tings are the same as Arivazhagan et al. (2019). We
use TED tst2012 as the development set and TED
tst2013 as the test set. We replace tokens whose
frequency is less than 5 with ⟨unk⟩.

For De↔En task, we keep our settings consistent
with Alinejad et al. (2021). We use a concatenation
of dev2010 and tst2010 to tst2013 as the test set.
We apply BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) with 10K
merge operations, which results in 8.8K German
and 6.6K English sub-word units.

5.2 Model Settings

Since our experiments involve the following meth-
ods, we briefly introduce them.

Wait-k Wait-k policy (Ma et al., 2019) reads k
source tokens first and then writes a target token
and reads a source token alternately.

Multi-path Multi-path (Elbayad et al., 2020)
introduces a unidirectional encoder and trains the
model by uniformly sampling the latency.

MMA MMA (Ma et al., 2020), which is a supe-
rior adaptive policy in SiMT, allows each head to
decide the policy independently and integrates the
results of multiple heads.

Translation-based Translation-based policy
(Alinejad et al., 2021) decides its policy by compar-

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/nmt/
3https://wit3.fbk.eu/2014-01
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Figure 4: Translation performance of different methods on En↔Vi and De↔En tasks. It shows the results of
our BS-SiMT method, Wait-k policy, Multi-path, Translation-based policy, MMA policy, and the Full-sentence
translation model.

Length [l1, r1] AL BLEU

5
[3, 7] 3.26 28.95
[5, 9] 5.01 30.44

3
[3, 5] 3.22 28.29
[5, 7] 5.88 30.69

7
[3, 9] 3.94 26.76
[5, 11] 5.41 29.14

Table 1: Comparison of different lengths of search in-
terval. The hyperparameter is the search interval for the
first target token and the search interval for subsequent
target tokens shifts one unit to the right from the previ-
ous one.

ing the translation of the Full-sentence translation
model with the results of other policies.

Full-sentence Full-sentence is the conventional
full-sentence translation model based on Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017).

BS-SiMT Our proposed method in section 4.
The implementations of all our methods are

adapted from Fairseq Library (Ott et al., 2019),
which is based on Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017). We apply the Transformer-Small model
with 6 layers and 4 heads to all translation tasks.
For Translation-based policy and our BS-SiMT, we
augment the implementation by introducing the
agent to make decisions for actions. The trans-
lation model of our BS-SiMT is fine-tuned from
Multi-path. For our method, we set the model hy-
perparameter as the search interval [l1, r1] for the
first target token, and the search interval for subse-
quent target tokens is shifted one unit to the right
from the previous token. The agent is composed of
1-layer LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
with 512 units, 512-dimensional embedding layers,
and 512-dimensional linear layers. Other model
settings follow Ma et al. (2020). We use greedy

Reference [l1, r1] AL BLEU

Translation
[3, 7] 3.26 28.95
[5, 9] 5.01 30.44

Ground-Truth
[3, 7] 3.24 28.41
[5, 9] 5.20 30.19

Table 2: Model performance of different translation
status during training of the agent.

search at inference and evaluate these methods with
translation quality measured by tokenized BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) and latency estimated by
Average Lagging (AL) (Ma et al., 2019).

5.3 Main Results
The translation performance comparison between
our method and other methods on 4 translation
tasks is shown in Figure 4. Our BS-SiMT method
consistently outperforms the previous methods un-
der all latency and even exceeds the performance of
the Full-sentence translation model with lower la-
tency on En→Vi, Vi→En, and En→De tasks. This
shows the effectiveness of our method.

Compared to Wait-k policy, our method obtains
significant improvement. This improvement can
be attributed to the dynamic policy decision in our
method, where the policy is based on the translation
status. In contrast, Wait-k policy relies on heuris-
tic rules for translation generation. Our method
also surpasses Multi-path method greatly since it
only changes the training method of the transla-
tion model, but still performs fixed policy dur-
ing inference (Elbayad et al., 2020). Compared
to MMA, which is the superior policy in SiMT,
our method achieves comparable performance and
demonstrates better stability under high latency.
MMA allows each head to independently decide its
policy and perform translation concurrently, which
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Method BS-SiMT Oracle Policy
[l1, r1] [3, 7] [5, 9] [7, 11] [9, 13] [3, 7] [5, 9] [7, 11] [9, 13]

AL 3.26 5.01 7.00 8.77 3.27 5.29 7.19 8.95
BLEU 28.95 30.44 31.37 31.96 29.67 30.82 31.50 31.99

Table 3: Comparison between BS-SiMT (the trained agent) and Oracle Policy. We change the search interval for the
first target token to achieve translation under all latency.
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Figure 5: Comparison of translation sufficiency of dif-
ferent translation policies.

can be affected by outlier heads and impact overall
translation performance, particularly under high
latency (Ma et al., 2020). In contrast, our method
separates the policy and translation model, result-
ing in improved stability and efficiency (Zhang
et al., 2020). When compared to the Translation-
based policy, our method outperforms it and is
capable of generating translation under all latency.
Translation-based policy, which obtains the labels
by utilizing external translation of the Full-sentence
model, can only obtain the translation under a
certain latency because of its offline construction
method (Alinejad et al., 2021). In contrast, our
method constructs the optimal policy online while
taking into account the performance of the transla-
tion model, thereby getting better latency-quality
trade-offs. Additionally, our method surpasses
the Full-sentence model on En→Vi, Vi→En, and
En→De tasks, highlighting the critical role of the
policy in SiMT performance.

6 Analysis

To gain insights into the improvements achieved
by our method, we conduct extensive analyses. All
of the following results are reported on De→En
task. The results presented below provide a detailed

Method [l1, r1] AL BLEU

Concavity
[3, 7] 3.26 28.95
[5, 9] 5.01 30.44

GT
[3, 7] 4.81 20.85
[5, 9] 6.61 22.81

Table 4: Comparison of different trade-off approaches.
‘Concavity’ indicates building optimal policy by check-
ing concavity. ‘GT’ indicates building optimal policy
by comparing translation and ground-truth.

understanding of our method.

6.1 Ablation Study

We conducted ablation studies to investigate the im-
pact of the search interval and translation status on
our BS-SiMT model. Regarding the search interval,
we explore the effect of different lengths of search
interval on translation performance. As shown in
Table 1, our BS-SiMT model, with a search interval
of 5, surpasses other settings. This finding high-
lights the effectiveness of setting an appropriate
search interval close to the diagonal for each target
token (Zhang and Feng, 2023b). By adjusting the
search interval of the target tokens, we can obtain
the optimal policy under all latency.

Additionally, we explored the influence of the
translation status on the agent. As mentioned in
subsection 4.2, the agent determines its action
based on the current translation status, which in-
cludes the last generated token. Hence, it is crucial
to investigate whether using the generated transla-
tion or ground-truth in training the agent yields bet-
ter results. As shown in Table 2, the agent trained
with generated translation demonstrates superior
performance. This can be attributed to the deviation
between the ground-truth and the translation status
obtained by the model during inference. Training
the agent with the generated translation enables a
better alignment between its training and testing
conditions, resulting in improved performance.
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Base Model [l1, r1] AL BLEU

Multi-path
[3, 7] 3.26 28.95
[5, 9] 5.01 30.44

Full-sentence
[3, 7] 3.83 28.80
[5, 9] 5.59 30.28

None
[3, 7] 3.43 26.90
[5, 9] 5.25 28.46

Table 5: Comparison of different training methods of
translation model. ‘Full-sentence’ indicates the transla-
tion model is fine-tuned from the Full-sentence transla-
tion model. ‘None’ represents the translation model is
trained from scratch.

6.2 Performance of Oracle Policy

In addition to the ablation study, we also compare
the performance on the test set according to the
oracle policy. The oracle policy is obtained by our
translation model using the whole source sentence
on the test set. Therefore, the oracle policy is ac-
tually the optimal policy obtained by our method
on the test set. As shown in Table 3, our oracle pol-
icy can achieve high translation quality, especially
under low latency. This reflects the effectiveness
of our way of building the optimal policy and our
learned policy still has room for improvement.

A good policy needs to ensure that the target
token is generated only after the required source
information is read. To evaluate the constructed
oracle policy, we introduce sufficiency (Zhang and
Feng, 2022c) as the evaluation metric. Sufficiency
measures whether the number of source tokens read
exceeds the aligned source position when translat-
ing each target token, thus reflecting the faithful-
ness of the translation.

We evaluate the sufficiency of translation pol-
icy on RWTH De→En alignment dataset4, where
reference alignments are annotated by experts and
seen as golden alignments5. The results are shown
in Figure 5. The oracle policy performs better than
other methods in sufficiency evaluation and can
even cover 75% of the aligned source tokens un-
der low latency. Wait-k policy is worse than our
oracle policy under low latency because it may
be forced to output translation before reading the
aligned source tokens (Ma et al., 2019). MMA gets
the worst performance in sufficiency evaluation,

4https://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/
goldAlignment/

5For one-to-many alignment from target to source, we
choose the position of farthest aligned source token.

Architecture [l1, r1] AL BLEU

LSTM
[3, 7] 3.26 28.95
[5, 9] 5.01 30.44

GRU
[3, 7] 3.34 28.19
[5, 9] 5.18 30.43

Linear
[3, 7] 3.65 27.82
[5, 9] 5.60 29.99

Table 6: Performance comparison of different architec-
tures of the agent. ‘GRU’ and ‘Linear’ represent that the
agent adopts GRU and Linear architecture respectively.

which may be attributed to its serious problem of
outlier heads on De→En task. Combined with the
results in Figure 4, our oracle policy achieves good
trade-offs by avoiding unnecessary latency while
ensuring translation faithfulness.

6.3 Analysis of the Trade-off Approach

Our BS-SiMT approach achieves trade-offs by eval-
uating the concavity during binary search and se-
lecting the interval with greater gain. Whether this
trade-off approach is better needs to be further ex-
plored. In our method, we also consider an alterna-
tive approach within the framework. We investigate
whether comparing the translation and ground-truth
can be used to construct the optimal policy. As
shown in Table 4, our method performs better than
comparing translation and ground-truth. This is
mainly because the condition of the latter method
is difficult to achieve, resulting in the model read-
ing too many source tokens (Zhang et al., 2020).
Our approach allows for a broader interval to ob-
tain translation policy, enabling the construction of
a more effective translation policy.

6.4 Training of Translation Model

In our method, the construction of the optimal pol-
icy relies on the performance of the translation
model. Therefore, the training of the translation
model needs to be further explored. As shown in
Table 5, our method obtains the best performance.
Training from scratch yields the worst performance,
as the model lacks the ability to distinguish be-
tween good and poor translations. Fine-tuning
from the Full-sentence model achieves better per-
formance, but it does not have the ability to gen-
erate high-quality translation with partial source
information. Our method, fine-tuned from Multi-
path, is capable of generating high-quality transla-
tion under all latency.
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6.5 Analysis on the Trained Agent

As introduced in subsection 4.2, the agent is trained
with the constructed optimal policy. The training
of the agent becomes a supervised learning process.
Thus, we need to analyze the impact of different ar-
chitectures of the agent on our method. The results
presented in Table 6 demonstrate that the LSTM
architecture achieves the best performance. On
the other hand, the linear model with one hidden
layer performs the worst due to its limited capac-
ity to model sequential information compared to
the RNN architecture. The LSTM model, with its
larger number of trainable parameters, proves to be
more suitable for this task than the GRU model.

7 Related Work

Recent SiMT methods can be roughly divided into
two categories: fixed policy and adaptive policy.

For fixed policy, the model relies on predefined
heuristic rules to generate translations. Dalvi et al.
(2018) proposed STATIC-RW, which reads and
writes RW tokens alternately after reading S tokens.
Ma et al. (2019) proposed Wait-k policy, which
writes and reads a token alternately after reading
k tokens. Elbayad et al. (2020) introduced the uni-
directional encoder and enhanced Wait-k policy
by uniformly sampling latency k during training.
Zhang et al. (2021) proposed future-guided training
to help SiMT model invisibly embed future source
information through knowledge distillation. Zhang
and Feng (2021a) proposed char-level Wait-k pol-
icy to make the SiMT model adapt to the streaming
input environment. Zhang and Feng (2021b) pro-
posed MoE wait-k policy, which makes different
heads execute different Wait-k policies, and com-
bine the results under multiple latency settings to
predict the target tokens.

For adaptive policy, the translation policy is de-
termined based on current translation status. Gu
et al. (2017) trained the agent for policy decisions
using reinforcement learning. Zheng et al. (2019)
trained the agent with optimal action sequences
generated by heuristic rules. Arivazhagan et al.
(2019) proposed MILk, which applies the mono-
tonic attention and determines the policy based on
a Bernoulli variable. Ma et al. (2020) proposed
MMA, which implements MILk on Transformer
architecture and achieves superior performance in
SiMT. Zhang et al. (2020) proposed MU, which
is an adaptive segmentation policy (Zhang and
Feng, 2023a). Alinejad et al. (2021) used a full-

sentence model to construct the translation policy
offline, which can be used to train the agent. Zhang
and Feng (2022a) implemented the adaptive pol-
icy by predicting the aligned source positions of
each target token directly. Zhang and Feng (2022c)
introduced dual constraints to make forward and
backward models provide path supervision for each
other. Zhang et al. (2022) proposed the Wait-info
policy to balance source and target at the informa-
tion level. Guo et al. (2022) performed the adaptive
policy by integrating post-evaluation into the fixed
policy. Zhang and Feng (2023b) proposed Hidden
Markov Transformer, which models simultaneous
machine translation as a hidden Markov process.

The previous methods often lack explicit supervi-
sion for the learning of the policy. Some papers use
external information, such as generated heuristic
sequences, to learn the policy (Zheng et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2020; Alinejad et al., 2021). However,
their methods heavily rely on heuristic rules and
offline reference sequence construction, which af-
fects the translation performance. Our BS-SiMT
constructs the optimal translation policy online by
checking the concavity via binary search without
utilizing external information, thereby obtaining
good latency-quality trade-offs.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose BS-SiMT, which utilizes
binary search to construct the optimal translation
policy online, providing explicit supervision for
the agent to learn the optimal policy. The learned
policy effectively guides the translation model in
generating translations during inference. Experi-
ments and extensive analyses show that our method
can exceed strong baselines under all latency and
learn a translation policy with good trade-offs.

Limitations

In this paper, we build the optimal translation pol-
icy under all latency by simply setting the search
interval, achieving high performance. However, we
think that the performance of our method can be
further improved by exploring more interval set-
tings. Additionally, although we train the agent
using a simple architecture and achieve good per-
formance, there exists a performance gap between
the learned policy and the searched optimal policy
under low latency. Exploring more powerful mod-
els of the agent may help improve the performance
and we leave it for future work.
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A Hyperparameters

All system settings in our experiments are shown
in Table 7.

B Numerical Results

Table 8, 9, 10, 11 respectively report the numerical
results on IWSLT15 En→Vi, IWSLT15 Vi→En,
IWSLT14 De→En and IWSLT14 En→De mea-
sured by AL and BLEU.
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Hyperparameter IWSLT15 En↔Vi IWSLT14 De↔En
encoder layers 6 6
encoder attention heads 4 4
encoder embed dim 512 512
encoder ffn embed dim 1024 1024
decoder layers 6 6
decoder attention heads 4 4
decoder embed dim 512 512
decoder ffn embed dim 1024 1024
dropout 0.3 0.3
optimizer adam adam
adam-β (0.9, 0.98) (0.9, 0.98)
clip-norm 0 0
lr 5e-4 5e-4
lr scheduler inverse sqrt inverse sqrt
warmup-updates 4000 4000
warmup-init-lr 1e-7 1e-7
weight decay 0.0001 0.0001
label-smoothing 0.1 0.1
max tokens 16000 8192×4

Table 7: Hyperparameters of our experiments.
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IWSLT15 En→Vi

Offline
AL BLEU

22.41 28.80

Wait-k
k AL BLEU
1 3.03 25.28
3 4.64 27.53
5 6.46 28.27
7 8.11 28.45
9 9.80 28.53

Multi-path
k AL BLEU
1 3.16 25.82
3 4.69 27.99
5 6.42 28.33
7 8.17 28.39
9 9.82 28.36

Translation-based
N/A AL BLEU
N/A 0.61 21.92

MMA
λ AL BLEU

0.4 2.68 27.73
0.2 3.57 28.47
0.1 4.63 28.42

0.04 5.44 28.33
0.02 7.09 28.28

BS-SiMT
[l1, r1] AL BLEU
[1, 5] 2.00 28.13
[3, 7] 3.40 28.00
[5, 9] 5.39 29.05
[7, 11] 7.29 28.86
[9, 13] 9.07 29.04

Table 8: Numerical results of IWSLT15 En→Vi.

IWSLT15 Vi→En

Offline
AL BLEU
N/A 26.11

Wait-k
k AL BLEU
3 1.49 17.44
5 3.28 19.02
7 6.75 22.39
9 7.91 23.28

Multi-path
k AL BLEU
3 1.75 20.13
5 4.26 22.73
7 6.51 23.71
9 8.50 24.81

Translation-based
N/A AL BLEU
N/A 3.83 23.93

MMA
λ AL BLEU

0.4 4.26 22.08
0.2 5.03 23.50
0.1 5.70 24.15
0.05 7.51 24.26

BS-SiMT
[l1, r1] AL BLEU
[3, 7] 3.90 24.99
[5, 9] 5.05 25.31
[7, 11] 6.68 26.13
[9, 13] 9.30 26.68

Table 9: Numerical results of IWSLT15 Vi→En.
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IWSLT14 De→En

Offline
AL BLEU
N/A 33

Wait-k
k AL BLEU
1 0.19 20.37
3 1.97 26.41
5 3.05 28.07
7 4.02 29.20
9 6.16 31.14

11 8.02 31.83

Multi-path
k AL BLEU
1 0.74 22.07
3 2.53 27.36
5 4.43 29.90
7 6.07 30.77
9 7.93 31.49

Translation-based
N/A AL BLEU
N/A 0.2 26.70

MMA
λ AL BLEU

0.4 3.11 24.98
0.2 4.05 28.00
0.1 4.57 28.45

0.05 5.45 30.03
0.01 7.31 20.89

BS-SiMT
[l1, r1] AL BLEU
[3, 7] 3.26 28.95
[5, 9] 5.01 30.44
[7, 11] 7.00 31.37
[9, 13] 8.77 31.96

Table 10: Numerical results of IWSLT14 De→En.

IWSLT14 En→De

Offline
AL BLEU

23.25 27.18

Wait-k
k AL BLEU
1 2.03 18.54
3 3.31 22.30
5 5.17 25.45
7 6.83 26.01
9 8.52 25.64

Multi-path
k AL BLEU
3 3.22 23.50
5 5.01 25.84
7 6.84 26.65
9 8.64 26.83

Translation-based
N/A AL BLEU
N/A -2.0 15.00

MMA
λ AL BLEU

0.4 4.27 24.06
0.2 5.28 24.28
0.1 7.16 24.33

BS-SiMT
[l1, r1] AL BLEU
[3, 7] 4.18 25.53
[5, 9] 5.66 26.73
[7, 11] 6.56 27.26
[9, 13] 8.40 27.31

Table 11: Numerical results of IWSLT14 En→De.
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